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The Diman community expresses our 
deepest sympathies to the family 
and friends of Jenelle “Nelly” Eaton, 
B.M.C. Durfee Class of 2016.

Gone too soon in life, but her spirit 
and energy will live on. 

Forever NellyStrong

Diman friends and cheerleaders  
lead the crowd in cheering 

NellyStrong!  
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In August of 1972, I joined Diman’s staff as the newly appointed head football coach 
and physical education instructor. I was brand new to the area, having just retired 
from the U.S. Navy after serving as a submarine officer for 21 years (the last two at 
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii). My two assistant coaches were Jim Garrity and Charlie Mello, 
both instructors from the Auto Body shop. The school colors were black, orange, and 
white, as were our football uniforms. The helmets were just orange, no trimming. 
The seal held the Lamp of Knowledge, electron symbol, and some gears! We were the 
“Artisans.”

I felt like the kids needed something besides being called the “Artisans” but we were 
struggling on the football field, so a school mascot/logo took a backseat for awhile. 

After the football season, Jim Garrity, who was 
also the baseball coach, asked me to help him start 
a Varsity Letterman’s Club, which I agreed to do. 
After we got the club off and running with rules, 
bylaws, and the approval of John P. Harrington, 
Superintendent-Director, Jim asked me to take 
over as single advisor for the club, which I did.

I attended a meeting at Taunton High School, 
where I saw their school mascot, a Bengal tiger, 
I thought that would fit Diman’s colors perfectly. 
Later, on a visit to the Auto Body shop, I was 
browsing through their trade magazines when 
there it was, our tiger. It jumped right off the page. 
It was an ad for “Tiger Claws Sandpaper.” I held on 
tight to that trade magazine.

We talked about it at the Varsity Club meetings 
and most of the members were in agreement, but 

there was still some procrastination, so I proposed that if anyone had a different idea 
we would put it up for a vote. Norman Yelle, Class of 1975, proposed that we become 
the ‘Diman Demons’, saying “Change a couple of vowels [from Diman] and there 
you have it.” I thought, “John Harrington would never go for his school being called 
‘Demons’,” but I had no choice but to put it to a vote.

Bengals won by a good margin. The Varsity Club presented the proposal to Mr. 
Harrington and he granted his approval to present it to the school committee. I took 
the Auto Body magazine down to Henry Boucher of the Painting and Decorating shop 
and he got his students started on producing the Diman Bengals logo.

If memory serves me right, the Diman Bengal logo turned 40 this fall. That is why I 
wrote this essay … I want to preserve the history while I still remember it!

Robert Hurley

If memory serves 
me right, the 

Diman Bengal logo 
turned 40 this fall.  

How the Artisans Became the Bengals
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By Alexendra Davis

Recently, Diman participated in the annual Eat Local 
Challenge, where the cafeteria served only food grown 
and raised in our sending communities. October 
24th was National Food day, and because that was a 
Saturday, Diman participated Thursday and Friday. 
Fall River provided the chouriço from Michael’s and 
the pop (a Portuguese bread) from Barcelo’s. Somerset’s 
Le Comte’s provided the milk, and Swansea’s Johnson 
Farms grew the peppers and 
onions. Westport provided 
apples from Noquochoke 
Orchards and potato salad 
from Sampson’s. 

The purpose was to 
encourage healthier eating 
and to help our local 
farmers. According  to 
Culinary Arts chef Meredith 
Guilbeault-Rose, “We need 
to eat healthier, eat local, 
support our farmers, and 
eat more fresh, seasonal food.” The cafeteria, which 
serves just about nine hundred students a day, took on a 
challenge and succeeded very well. 

Students around the cafeteria spoke highly of the 
meal. Denisha Destefano-Perez, grade 11, said “It was 
really good, the bread was my favorite part, I really like 
Portuguese bread. It tasted fresh. The apple pastry was 
really good too.” 

Junior, Teala-Jayde Paradise said, “I really enjoyed the 
bread and soaking the juice from the chouriço and 
peppers.” 

Selena Raposo in Machine Tool Technology said, “I love 
Portuguese food, and this meal tasted comparable to my 
mom’s homemade chouriço and peppers. It was pretty 
good!” 

Sophomore Alanna Pavao agreed, saying, “It tasted 
like the chouriço and peppers her vavó makes.” Other 
students spoke highly of the meal, and I know for myself, 

onions and peppers aren’t my 
favorite things, but on the roll 
it tasted excellent. 

The culinary department and 
school cafeteria have goals to 
encourage and improve on the 
food served, both the student 
body and the public in Room 
251. Healthy, fresher foods 
make students want to eat the 
food and it helps prepare them 
for a real life culinary position; 
learning to make food and 

meals out of anything and everything. 

Sustainability is also a driving force in culinary. For 
example, the fallen apples from trees were used to make 
the apple cake, which showed that even though they 
weren’t perfect, they still had value. Chef Rose has many 
hopes for more local eating at Diman, expressing her 
interest in a greenhouse for students to grow fruits and 
vegetables in. 

The Eat Local Challenge was a big hit, receiving rave 
reviews from the majority of students. Many are already 
looking forward to it next year!

Community Link: Eat Local Challenge
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In the junior year of high school, making the decision 
to apply to college is exciting. If your son or daughter 
has been academically successful, the journey begins 
on a high note. Most high schools are proactive, with 
students starting to think about college when they’re 
still freshmen. The Guidance Department knows the 
language and requirements and have sample resumes 
and portfolios. College fairs result in piles of shiny 
brochures from all kinds of exciting places and college 
visits are like the previews at the movies. 

The summer between junior and senior year is a great 
time to visit colleges that you’ve strongly considered. 
That is when things got real for me and my kids.  Our 
family went to schools in three different areas. Some 
were within driving distance, but some were three 
thousand miles away … we are totally on board with 
our son being independent and starting a new chapter 
of his life. But no matter how independent and “ready” 
your son or daughter is, you’re still their parents and its 
normal to worry or even over-worry about the details of 
the everyday life your child will experience away from 
your protection. 

However, you don’t really get to dwell on the possibilities 
very long, because the application process comes up 
quickly.  I know that Diman does a lot to get students 
ready for this, but the nuts and bolts of this process 
happen at home.  A lot of schools require the same set of 
basic forms. If this is the case for your chosen school,you 
will have already heard initials like FAFSA and CSS over 
and over because they are very seldom called by their 
full name.  

Whenever possible, you should go to the meetings, 
financial aid nights, or whatever your school, or a 
neighboring school, might offer. This will provide you 
with the language and the upcoming deadlines that will 
take over your kitchen calendar. Our son applied early 
decision, which shortens deadlines quite a bit. His top 

choice also required an additional form done by parents 
called the CSS profile, which is a lengthy financial 
profile that could make the IRS blush.  Honors programs 
require additional essays and questions which all need 
to be checked by teachers, corrected, and tweaked. SAT 
or ACT scores need to be submitted.  

By this time, teachers have written referral letters and 
transcripts are being gathered.  When you hit that 
submit button, it’s the student’s responsibility to make 
sure Diman has sent everything in by the deadline.  At 
home this is a whirlwind, especially with early decision. 

Of course, homework doesn’t stop happening: jobs 
and other responsibilities continue on. It’s important 
for your children to keep their grades up. These grades 
count, too.

As this all unfolds, you get to feel nervous pride as you 
watch your child handle it all. You’ll be in the position 
of asking them, “What can I do to help you right now?” 
They are the pilot, not you.  This is your entrance exam. 
How will you score when the time comes for them to 
drive away from the sidewalk?

Then, something will happen to remind you why you 
thought this was the best choice in the first place. For 
me, it was watching my son talk with the faculty at his 
first choice school. I was standing apart from him; he 
was at ease but excited about the topic. His answers were 
natural and genuine. He is ready. Now it’s our turn to be 
ready. 

Whatever your child decides, it will come with its own 
set of challenges, its own parent entrance exam, and of 
course its own moment when you realize that they’re 
ready.  Be involved; do your homework, ask questions, 
be amazed and then, when their journey is finished and 
they’re at college, drive away from the sidewalk and let 
them spread their wings. 

Diman Parent Corner — A Parent’s Perspective on College Applications
By Mary-Elizabeth Perry
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King Queen

It’s one thing when upper- and lower-classmen 
interact during the typical bustle of a school day at 
Diman Regional, but what happens when a different 
environment provides more anonymity and less 
segregation by class and shop? Those who attended 
the 2015 Homecoming Dance found out: potential 
stigmas were blurred by the glamour of everyone’s 
outfits and the gleam in everyone’s eyes. As students 
and faculty entered this year’s dance, the lavish Venus 
DeMilo opening up before them, they became aware 
of the more than 500 attendees that ranged from 
lovely ladies in elegant dresses to dashing fellows 
donning suits and bow ties. Grade level and shop 
choice were hidden under the glitz of the event, and 
the school became one.

Party Bengals: You’re Gonna Hear Us 
By Sierralyn Cadima

The Venus was decorated with a classy black-and-white 
theme for the evening. Tastes of all sorts were appealed to, for 
there was variance in everything - from the dinner cuisine 
to the dessert tables, and on through the outfits and music. 
Later on, roars of approval rang out as seniors Aaron Reed-
Coward (Electricity) and Cara Pimentel (Health Assisting) 
were crowned Homecoming King and Queen, respectively. 

Warm thanks go out to physical education teacher Mrs. 
Christine DeMelo, who took care of most of the arrangements 
for this event. Recognition also goes out to chaperones Mr. 
Aubin, Mr. Alves, Officer Riley, Mr. Ferreira, Mr. & Mrs. 
Beaudoin, Mr. & Mrs. Guida, and Coach Vic. In the end, 
the Bengals rallied together to create a night to remember. 
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By Elijah J. Fullerton

Jessica Gosson doesn’t mind breaking gender stereotypes. 
As a safety on the Diman football team, she’s the first and 
only female to play the game here.

“I was surprised and happy at how great the team was 
with me,” she said with a grin. “They accepted me right 
away, which felt great. They’re like family to me.”

Jessica also plays basketball and softball on all-female 
teams, but she says there’s something unique about 
playing on a male team. “If you mess up, guys will just 
tell you to your face and it’s done,” she explained. “That 
doesn’t really happen on girls teams.”

Jessica’s success shows how far Diman has progressed 
in terms of its social ideals. Diman began as an all boys’ 
school, so it would have been unimaginable to have a 
female on the football team when there were none in 
the school. Once girls were allowed in, they were forced 
to enter into shops considered as “feminine” such as 

health, dental, or culinary. In fact, it’s only recently that 
girls were allowed to go into shops such as auto tech, 
plumbing, or even drafting.

Even now, there are social stigmatisms surrounding the 
concept of being “non-feminine,” but they are slowly 
falling away with other outdated ideas of the past, as 
evidenced by Jessica and her acceptance by the football 
team.

Bengal Bite! Jessica Gosson: Shattering Stereotypes

Defenses ruled when the Bengals played their final 
football game of the year at New Bedford Voke. The 
traditional Thanksgiving match-up featured multiple 
interceptions and fumbles, with the home Bears eking 
out a 14-7 victory. 

Punters ruled on the windy but mild day, with more kicks 
than a varsity soccer game ... but the most important 
punt attempt gave Diman a last-gasp chance for victory. 
A bad snap and worse kick gave the Bengals the ball at 
the Bears' 2-yard line with less than 22 seconds left and 
no timeouts. Unfortunately, the Bears' defense was up 
to the task of protecting the lead, and Diman came away 
empty-handed.

The wind wreaked havoc with the passing game all day, 
with three interceptions and multiple long passes just 

past the reach of the receiver. Diman instead turned to 
a quick passing game, with multiple completions from 
QB Javier Pessoa to wide-outs Douglas (DJ) Machado 
and Aaron Reed-Coward. 

The short passing game helped set up Diman's lone TD, 
which came on a blistering 42-yard scamper by halfback 
Ashton Begin through a giant hole opened by the 
Bengals' offensive line. Once he was past the line, Begin 
used his moves, speed, and stiff-arm to race through the 
Bear secondary and into the end zone.

Ultimately, the much larger school (GNBVT is 50% 
bigger than Diman) won for the 8th year in a row. The 
game is traditionally a tight battle, and this year proved 
no different. The Bengals can hold their head high 
despite the loss.

Bigger Bears Beat Bengals
By Mr. Byrnes
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Novels of Today & Yesterday: Top 30 Young Literature Reading List
By Alexendra Davis

Novels of today’s generation range from dystopian society love stories to murder mysteries. Of course great novels 
never lose the interest of young adults, even novels that might have been published many decades ago. The list 
below was compiled from other students and adult opinions along with assistance from popular websites that give 
reviews and ratings on present and past literature. In no particular order, the novels listed below have been said to 
be some of the most popular pieces of writing. The books vary from the mid 1900’s until this year. Hopefully this 
list will help students find excellent books from today and the past.

Please note that almost all of these books are available for FREE from the Diman library.

1. Eleanor and Park, by Rainbow Rowell (2012) 
2. The Giver, by Lois Lowry (1993)  
3. I’ll Give You the Sun, by Jandy Nelson (2014) 
4. John Green Novels  

• The Fault in Our Stars (2012) 
• Paper Towns (2008) 
• Looking for Alaska (2005) 
• Will Grayson Will Grayson (2010) 

5. Divergent Trilogy, by Veronica Roth 
• Divergent (2011) 
• Insurgent (2012) 
• Allegiant (2013) 

6. Harry Potter Series, by J. K. Rowling 
• The Sorcerer’s Stone (1998) 
• Chamber of Secrets (1999) 
• Prisoner of Azkaban (1999) 
• Goblet of Fire (2000) 
• Order of the Phoenix (2003)
• Half-Blood Prince (2005) 
• Deathly Hallows (2007) 

7. Impulse, by Ellen Hopkins (2007) 
8. A Tree Grows in Brooklyn, by Betty Smith   
 (1943) 
9. Wintergirls, by Laurie Halse Anderson (2009) 
10.  Hotel on the Corner of Bitter and Sweet, by 
 Jamie Ford (2009) 
11.  My Sister’s Keeper, by Jodi Picoult (2004) 
12. The Outsiders, by S.E. Hinton (1983) 
13. The Fifth Wave Trilogy, by Rick Yancey 

• The Fifth Wave (2013) 
• The Infinite Sea (2014) 
• The Last Star (coming May 2016) 

14. Jurassic Park, by Michael Crichton (1990) 
15. Only Love is Real, by Brian Weiss (1996) 
16.  Nicholas Sparks novels 

• The Notebook (1996) 

• The Longest Ride (2013) 
• A Walk to Remember (1999) 
• The Best of Me (2011)
• Dear John (2006) 
• The Lucky One (2008) 

17. If I Stay/Where She Went, by Gayle Foreman 
 (2009/2011) 1
18. The Book Thief, by Markus Zusak (2005) 
19. Hunger Games Trilogy, by Suzanne Collins 

• The Hunger Games (2008) 
• Catching Fire (2009) 
• Mockingjay (2010) 

20. The Maze Runner Trilogy, by James Dashner 
• The Maze Runner (2009) 
• The Scorch Trials (2010) 
• The Death Cure (2011) 

21. To Kill a Mockingbird, by Harper Lee (1960) 
22. Holes, by Louis Sachar (1998) 
23. The Diary of a Young Girl, by Anne Frank 
 (1947) 
24. Wonder, by Raquel J. Palacio (2012) 
25. Noggin’, by John Corey Whaley (2014) 
26. Catcher in the Rye, by J D Salinger (1951) 
27. Bridge to Terabithia, by Katherine Peterson 
 (1977) 
28. A Series of Unfortunate Events (Books 1-13), 
 by Lemony Snicket (1999-2006) 
29. Percy Jackson and the Olympians Series, by  
 Rick Riordan (2005-2009) 
30. Ray Bradbury Novels 

• Fahrenheit 451 (1953) 
• The Martian Chronicles (1950) 
• The Illustrated Man (1951) 
• A Sound of Thunder (1952) 
• All Summer in a Day (1954) 
• There Will Come Soft Rains (1950) 
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Admissions Night
By Kylie Cooper

On November 5, Diman hosted our 7th annual 
Admissions Night in which we opened our doors to 
the potential freshmen class of 2020. Students showed 
guests around their shop and explained what skills 
they learn from the trade, and coaches/representatives 
from after-school clubs set up tables in the cafeteria 
describing their activities. 

Administrators and head teachers of academic 
subjects were also on hand to answer any questions 
that may have arose. The goal of this night is to show 
7th and 8th graders what our school has to offer, and 
to let them know about their potential future here at 
Diman. More than 500 people attended, proving that 
it was yet another successful Admissions Night.

College-Career Day
By Alexendra Davis

On October 29th, Diman participated in its annual College-
Career Day. Around forty institutions came, giving students 
a wide range of schools to explore. Schools came from 
much further than Massachusetts, including some from 
Maine, New Jersey and New Hampshire. Along with colleges 
and universities, numerous branches of the military were 
present, informing students of the benefits that come from 
such service. 

Tables for each school filled the gymnasium, giving 
students the opportunity to meet and speak with each of the 
representatives. Many of the institutions focused on specific 
degree areas, while many others covered a range of options. 
For example, Bridgewater State University is well-known for 
its teaching and education degrees, while the Paul Mitchell 
School is geared towards cosmetology. While Diman allows 
individuals to gain specific skills that could help further 
them in their adult life, College-Career Day allows students 
to branch out on subjects and skill areas that they could be 
interested in. 

Many students spoke highly of the event, mentioning how 
much they enjoyed learning about other schools and opening 
their eyes to where they can go. Junior Miranda Cabeceiras 
said, “It was insightful, it allowed me to broaden my horizons 
in which schools I was considering.” 

A survey was given at the end of the event, and many circled 
yes, saying that they very much enjoyed the day and hope it 
comes back next year.  Overall the day got rave reviews from 
both junior and senior students, including both those truly 
considering college and those who just aren’t sure. Either 
way, the event got people thinking about their future.

Diman Regional Vocational Technical High School

Thursday

November 5, 2015

5:30pm To 7:30pm 

AdmissioNs iNformaTioN NighT
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David & Rover
by Michael-David Alvarez

Happy Holidays Diman!


